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User Manual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for purchasing the new and exiting Quattro2. Please read the instructions in this manual 
before using it. Please refer to our website www.phnxaudio.com for more information, specifically to 
our Q&A section in our Support page. Please also look for updates to this manual on our 
Resources page. 
 
For additional help please send a detailed e-mail to Support@phnxaudio.com

http://www.phnxaudio.com/
mailto:Support@phnxaudio.com
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1. Introduction 
 
The Quattro2 is a high quality conference phone for use in medium to large conference rooms. It has an 
exceptionally large pickup and broadcasting range yet it is small in size. The Quattro2 utilizes multiple 
microphones, multiple speakers and a powerful DSP to obtain its performance. 
 
In its basic configuration the Quattro2 is designed for PC VoIP communication utilizing its Primary Interface. In 
addition the Quattro2 can include a Secondary Interface module that will communicate directly with your 
telephone line, or other communication links, per your choice. The interface module can be replaced by the 
factory or by an approved dealer. Please send an e-mail to info@phnxaudio.com or call your dealer for details. 
 
This manual covers instruction for the installation and usage of the Quattro2 in its basic configuration and with 
several selected interface modules. Specific instructions for other interface modules may be provided 
separately when you purchase a unit with that specific interface. 
 
Interface modules that are detailed in this manual include: 

- PSTN interface (POTS telephones) 
- VCA (video codec) interface 
- Daisy Chain interface 
- Digital Telephone interface 

mailto:info@phnxaudio.com
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2. Key Elements 
 
The Quattro2 utilizes: 
 

- Four microphones 
 
- Four loudspeakers 

 
- A powerful Digital Signal Processor that performs the 

unit’s sophisticated audio processing. This processing 
includes: 

 
o Detecting a person speaking 

o Finding the direction of the person speaking relative to the unit 

o Aiming a directional audio beam towards the person speaking using our proprietary beamforming 

array (note: the  Quattro2 can manage multiple people speaking simultaneously) 

o Eliminate the surrounding noise 

o Eliminate the Acoustic Echo 

o Eliminate the Line Echo (when used with PSTN interface) 

o Eliminate the room reverberation 

o Balance the input pickup level of the different speakers. 

o Balance the output signal level and adjusting it to the type of signal being broadcasted.   

The Result: Extended pickup and broadcasting range that can provide high quality communication 
in a large conference room setup. 
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3. Key Features 
 

- Extended and powerful broadcasting capability: As a result of its unique design the Quattro2 
drives up to 25 Watts peak power through its loudspeakers, delivering a strong and clear output 
signal. This feature is critical in large room coverage. 

 
- Daisy Chain capability: The user can daisy chain unlimited number of units for extended size room 

coverage. Each chained unit will perform independent audio pickup processing and deliver it to the 
unit in front of it in the chaining hierarchy. The higher hierarchy unit will select the best available audio 
signal to pass on. Each of the chained units will also transmit the output signal (more details in the 
Daisy Chain Interface chapter). 

 
- Battery operation: Each of the secondary interface modules includes a built-in rechargeable battery. 

The unit does not have to be connected to the power supply for power. The user will be notified when 
the battery power is low. The unit can be recharged through the USB or with AC/DC wall mount 
power supply (supplied with units with a Secondary interface module).  

 
- Three-Way communication: When using the Quattro2 with both the computer (through the USB 

interface) and an additional communication device (through the additional interface module - like the 
PSTN line) the Quattro2 mixes the incoming and outgoing signals so that the three partners (the 
Quattro2 user, the telephone communication, and the computer communication) are full participants 
in the conference. In addition to being convenient in many instances, this feature allows recording of 
the telephone conferencing and also playback audio files into the telephone lines. 
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4. Control and Panels 
 

 
 
The Quattro2 has: 
 
A Primary (USB) interface panel 

A Simple control panel and 
A Secondary interface panel (optional) 

 
Primary (USB - Computer) Interface Panel  
 
The unit has a primary (USB) panel that includes three jacks: 

- USB (on the right) for computer communication 
 
- Cascading (DIN6 - in the middle) for chaining additional 

Quattro units. This connector is referred to as “Link 
Down” connector. The chained unit must have a Daisy Chain interface. Please refer to the Daisy 
Chain Interface chapter for more details. 

 
- 3.5mm for external speakers or headphones (using this jack will disable the unit’s internal speakers). 

This Jack can also be configured for external microphone. The configuration is done through the 
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Audio Setup Utility available for free on our website. The configuration offers many options such as 
different sensitivity levels, Phantom power selection, and in-room sound reinforcement, and playback 
for various audio devices such as MP3 players. Please refer to our website for further details on how 
to configure this input and how terminate the microphone.  

 
Control Panel 
 
The unit’s control panel has five buttons: 
 

- Power On/Off and Mute button (in the middle) – see 
details of operation below. 

 
- Volume Up and Volume Down (to the right) 

 
- Interface control buttons (noted as L1 and L2 – to the left). These two buttons serve different 

functions depending on the interface module you are using. In some cases (for example in the 
computer only configuration) these buttons have no role and are not functional. 

 
Operating the L1 and L2 controls: please refer to the specific interface module you have on your unit. 
 
Light Indications 
 
Power/ Mute button light off - the unit is off 
Steady Power/ Mute light – unit is on 
Blinking Power/Mute light – the unit is on and the microphones are muted. 
 
L1 or L2 light is on – the button is active. For example – when using the PSTN interface L1 light on indicates 
that Line 1 in connected. 
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Power On / Power Off / Mute operation: 
 

- To turn on: push the Power/Mute button. The light will turn on. 
 
- To turn off: push the Power/Mute button and hold for a few seconds. The units will beep four times 

and turn off in the fifth. The light will turn off. 
 

- To mute: push the Power / Mute button (for less than 3 seconds). The light will start blinking. 
 

- To un-mute: push the Power / Mute button (for less than 3 seconds). The light will stop blinking and 
become steady. 

  
 
Notes: 
  
(1) The unit can be turned off from both On position or Mute. In both cases turning off requires 

pushing and holding the button for about 4 seconds. 
 
(2) After turning the unit off – you should wait a couple of seconds before turning it On again. 

Otherwise the unit may fail to turn On. 
 
 

Secondary Interface Panel 
 
If your Quattro2 is equipped with an additional interface module it may have a secondary panel – depending 
on your specific interface. Details and description are provided within the instructions of your specific interface 
module.  
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5. Using the Quattro2 with Your Computer - Connection and Operation  
 

1) Plug the USB cable (supplied) into the Quattro2 on one end, and to your computer on the other end. 
 
2) The unit will turn on automatically (blue light is on as 

an indication). The unit will identify itself as Phnx 
MT301. In most cases the Quattro2 will become 
your system’s default audio device. In some cases 
(depending on the application you are using and on 
the operating system you are running) you’ll have to 
select the Quattro2 as your Audio Input and Output devices.  

 
Note: if for some reason the unit does not turn on automatically when you plug it in, please push the 
Power button to turn it on.  
 
3) You can control the unit’s pickup level (microphone) using your computer’s audio controls. You can 

control the unit’s playback (speaker) level using either the computer’s audio controls or the unit’s 
Volume Up / Volume Down controls.  

 
Note: Phoenix offers a free downloadable Audio Setup Utility that will help you setup the pickup level as 
well as the playback levels. Although not required, this is especially helpful when working with a 
secondary interface. The settings can then be stored on the unit such that they become the unit’s default 
settings even when working later with the unit in a stand alone configuration (when the unit is no longer 
connected to the PC).  
 
4) Push the power button with a short push to toggle between Microphone On and Mute. When muted – 

the light will blink. 
 
5) Push and hold for 4 seconds to turn the unit off (the unit will beep four times and turn off on the fifth). 
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6. PSTN Interface - Connection and Operation  
 
Phoenix offers two types of PSTN interfaces: 1L (for single line 
interface) and 2L (for two-line interface). The PSTN interface 
panel has two RJ jacks – one narrower than the other. A unique 
telephone cable is supplied with the unit. This cable has a narrow 
RJ connector on one end, and a wider one on the other. 
 
The Quattro2 is connected directly to the PSTN line (through a standard telephone cable and into the RJ jack 
in the wall); it will ring when a call is coming, “take” a call and “hang up” a call directly. For the dialing purposes 
you can either utilize a standard telephone, purchase a Dial Pad from Phoenix, or download a software dialing 
utility from our website. Note: both the Dial Pad and dialing software utility will only work with the 1L model.
  

1) If a telephone is currently connected to your telephone line – unplug the cable from the telephone 
(leave the “wall side” connected) and plug the loose end to the Quattro2 (the wider jack on the right). 
If a telephone is not connected to the telephone line, use a standard telephone cable, plug one end to 
the Quattro2 (wider jack on the right) and the other end to your telephone’s line wall jack.  

 
2) If you wish to use a telephone in parallel with the Quattro2, and also utilize it for the dialing purposes, 

plug the narrow connector of the unique cable to the Quattro2 (left side) and the other side to your 
telephone. Note: the unit is supplied with a 6’ cable. A 20’ cable is also available and can be purchase 
separately. You can now use your telephone as before to dial out and receive calls in. 
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3) If you use the Phoenix Dial Pad with the Quattro2 (1L model only), connect it to the left (narrow) RJ 
jack on the unit and use it to initiate a call, dial out and hang up a call. The Dial Pad comes with its 
own instruction page.   

 
4) If you wish to use the Phoenix dialing software 

you can leave the left RJ jack on the unit open. 
The software includes a full set of controls that 
allow you to take a call, dial, hand up and flash. 
Please refer to details on our website. 

 
5) When using the Quattro2 with a telephone, L1 (or 

L2) acts as a switch connecting the phone line to 
either the Quattro2 or the telephone unit (refer to 
the functional drawing on the next page). When 
L1 is active (light is on) the Quattro2 is 
connected, when it is inactive (L1 light is off) your 
telephone is connected.  

 
6) Please follow these steps to conduct a 

conference call using a telephone: 
a. Dial out: pick-up your telephone’s handset 

and dial the number you want to call. At 
any time after dialing push L1 (or L2 if you 
dialed using line 2) to transfer the call to 
your Quattro2. The Quattro2 is now 
connected to the line and your telephone 
is disconnected. As such the telephone is 
currently not functional and you cannot 
utilize its dial-pad, unless you switch the 
call back to your telephone (see c. below).   

 

PSTN Connection 
Diagram using a 

telephone 
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b. Accepting a call: when the Quattro2 rings you can push L1 (or L2 if the call is coming in line 2) 
to accept the call on the Quattro2. No need to pickup the handset. 

 
c. Switching back to your telephone: pickup the telephone’s handset and push L1 (or L2 if the call 

is on line 2). The Quattro2 will be disconnected form the line and you can use your telephone 
ordinarily. 

 
 
 
 

L1

Telephone 
Line 

PSTN Functional Diagram 
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7. VCA Interface - Connection and Operation  
 
The VCA interface is an Analog In / Analog out interface. It can be utilized to 
connect the Quattro to a Video Set-top Codec or a computer’s sound card. 
 
The black RCA jack on the right should be connected to your VC system’s (or sound card’s) output (the signal 
that goes to the loudspeakers. The red RCA jack on the left is the Quattro’s output and it should be connected 
to your VC system’s (or sound card’s) Input.  
 
The VCA interface has a sensitivity control switch which offers 8 different settings of output signal level. This 
allows the user to tune the Quattro’s output level and optimize it to the specific VC (or sound card) input level 
specifications. The output levels for the different switch settings are detailed in the following table (note: the 
orientation of the switches in the diagram represents the way these switches appear when the Quattro is sitting 
on the table): 
 
 

Switch 
Position 

 Output level 
peak-to-peak 

 Switch 
Position 

 Output level 
peak-to-peak 

 
Line 
level 

3.0v  
 

Mic 
level 

0.5v 

 

Line 
level 

1.5v  
 

Mic 
level 

0.25v 

 
Line 
level 

0.75v  
 

Mic 
level 

0.125v 

 

Line 
level 

0.375v  Mic 
level 

0.0675v 
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Using external speakers with the VCA interface 
 
If you wish to use your VC’s speakers you can either: 
 

1) Connect the VC out to the right RCA jack, and connect your speakers to the 3.5mm “external 
speakers” jack on the Quattro’s primary panel.  

Or 
 
2) Using a RCA Y cable, split the VC out, connect one end to the Quattro (right RCA jack) and the other 

end to your speakers. This way requires less cables running back and forth from your VC to the 
Quattro. Note that in this configuration the Quattro’s internal speaker will work in addition to the 
external speakers. If you wish to disable the internal loudspeakers you can plug a Dummy 3.5mm 
plug into the 3.5mm jack (in the primary interface panel). Such dummy plug can be purchased 
separately (you can use any 3.5mm plug for this purpose). 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dummy Plug (Optional) 

Quattro Out 

VC Speakers Out 
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8. Daisy Chain Interface - Connection and Operation 
 
Several Quattro2 units can be chained to provide larger room coverage. One of the Quattro2 units 
(referred to as the unit #1) is connected to the communication line or computer. Another Quattro2 will be 
connected to unit #1; a third Quattro2 can be connected to unit #2; and so on. There is no limit to the 
number of Quattro units that can be chained. Please refer to the downward compatibility chapter in this 
manual for details on chaining older version Quattro units with Quattro2 units.  
 
Any Quattro2 can be designated as unit #1 since the “Link Down” connection is provided within the 
Primary interface and therefore available on all the Quattro2 models. Unit #2, #3 and so on have to have a 
Daisy Chain interface (model #MT304). 
 
Connecting a lower hierarchy unit to an upper unit is done using a unique cable supplied with the Daisy 
Chain unit. 
 
 
 
 
 TN or Other 

ork ConnectionUnique Cable 
 
 
Powering the chained units: each of the chained units have a
extra power supply. If the battery runs low, the unit will turn off its lou
and audio processing will still run, powered by unit #1 through the co
enough power to operate up to two secondary units (with their spea
PS
Netw
                    www.phnxaudio.com 

 battery and therefore do not need any 
dspeakers. The unit’s microphones 
nnecting cable. Unit #1 can supply 

kers tuned off). If you have more units 
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in the chain, or you want to turn on these units’ speakers you would have to power them separately using 
the AC/DC converter which is supplied with the Daisy Chain unit. Connecting the unit to the external 
power supply will also start the battery charging operation. 
 
Controlling the chain (On, Off and Mute): turning unit #1 on will turn on the whole chain. The 
light on all the units will turn on – providing that they are powered or that their battery is 
charged. 
 
You can turn off the whole chain from any unit in the chain by turning it off. The light on all the 
units will turn off. 
 
You can mute the whole chain from any unit in the chain by muting it. The light on al the units 
will start blinking. You can un-mute the whole chain from any unit in the chain by un-muting it. 
The lights on all the units will become steady. 
 
Recharging the chain: you can charge up to one secondary unit through the daisy chain 
cable. The chain will enter into a “charging mode” if it is placed in Mute for more than five 
minutes, and no signal is coming in from the far-end side. Unit #2 will start charging its battery 
and its light will start flashing until it is fully charged. Take the chain out of the charging mode 
by pushing the Power button. If you have more than two units in a chain they need to be 
charged using the external power supply (AC/DC converter supplied with the unit). 
 
Microphone Pickup Performance: the chained units are not just simple satellite microphones. 
Each unit runs the same audio processes as a stand alone unit, including the person speaking 
detection, direction finding, and tracking. Each unit will transfer its processed audio to the upper 
unit in the chain which will evaluate its quality against its own and use it accordingly. With two 
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units connected you actually have eight microphones searching and tracking the best possible 
audio signal.  
 
The diagram below illustrates the process: 
 
 

PSTN Line
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9. Digital Phone Interface - Connection and Operation  
 
The Digital Phone Interface is designed to operate with digital phone systems 
like Avaya or Cisco through the telephone’s Headset Jack. The interface panel 
has one RJ11 jack and two sliders numbered 1 and 2. 
 
The DTI unit comes equipped with two different RJ to RJ cords (one is black and one is gray). Some digital 
phones will work with the black Cisco compatible cable while others will with the gray Avaya compatible cable. 
Once you find the correctly fitting cable, simply connect one side of the supplied RJ cord to the headset port of 
your digital phone and the other end to the RJ jack on the Quattro2. 
 
The Digital Telephone interface has dual two-position DIP switches that controls the level (sensitivity) of the 
unit’s audio output signal going into your phone. If the gain is set too high the phone input will clip the signal 
and the Quattro2 will fail to cancel the Line Echo. As a result you may hear an 
echo returning when you speak. If the gain is set too low, the other side may 
have difficulty hearing you. When you receive a new unit, it is set to a low gain 
which will work well with most phones. If you get complaints that your voice is 
too low increase the gain as required without producing echo. Please use the 
following table for reference. 
 
10. Downwards Compatibility 
 
The Quattro2 is a new product utilizing similar industrial design and functional concept as its predecessor the 
Quattro.  
 
You can Daisy Chain Quattro units with Quattro2 units, but some of the new features will not function properly. 
More specifically you cannot turn the whole chain from Quattro #1 if it includes an older version Quattro in it. 
Similarly, you cannot turn off, mute and un-mute that whole chain from each unit. You will not be able to 
charge the second unit if one of the units is an older version Quattro. 
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Warranty 

The following warranty statement is effective for all Phoenix Audio technologies products as of October 1st, 2007: 

Phoenix Audio Technologies warrants that this product is free of defects in both materials and workmanship. Should any part of 
this product be defective, the Manufacturer agrees, at its option, to repair or replace with a like new replacement any defective 
part(s) free of charge (except transportation charges) for a period of two years for all products. This warranty period begins on 
the date the end user is invoiced for the product, provided the end user provides proof of purchase that the product is still 
within the warranty period and returns the product within the warranty period to Phoenix Audio Technologies or an authorized 
Phoenix Audio Technologies dealer according to the Product Return and Repair Policy listed below. All inbound shipping costs 
are the responsibility of the end user, Phoenix Audio Technologies will be responsible for all outbound shipping costs.  

Product Return and Repair Policy  

• Return to seller if purchased through an authorized dealer  
• Proof of purchase date from reseller within warranty period must be provided by the end user.  
• Seller may, at its discretion, provide an immediate exchange or repair or may return the unit to the Manufacturer for 

repair.  
• Return to manufacturer  
• An RMA (return merchandise authorization) number must be obtained by the end user from Phoenix Audio 

Technologies.  
• The end user must return the product to Phoenix Audio Technologies with proof of purchase (showing purchase date) 

for a warranty claim, and display the RMA number on the outside of the shipping package.  
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THIS WARRANTY IS VOID IF:  

The product has been damaged by negligence, accident, act of God, or mishandling, or has not been operated in accordance 
with the procedures described in the operating and technical instructions; or; The product has been altered or repaired by other 
than the Manufacturer or an authorized service representative of the Manufacturer; or; Adaptations or accessories other than 
those manufactured or provided by the Manufacturer have been made or attached to the product which, in the determination of 
the Manufacturer, shall have affected the performance, safety or reliability of the product; or; The product’s original serial 
number has been modified or removed.  

NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR 
ANY PARTICULAR USE, APPLIES TO THE PRODUCT. MANUFACTURER’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY HEREUNDER SHALL 
BE THE AMOUNT PAID BY THE END USER FOR THE PRODUCT. 

Manufacturer shall not be liable for punitive, consequential, or incidental damages, expenses, or loss of revenue or property, 
inconvenience, or interruption in operation experienced by the end user due to a malfunction in the purchased product. No 
warranty service performed on any product shall extend the applicable warranty period. 

This warranty extends only to the original end user and is not assignable or transferable. This warranty is governed by the laws 
of the State of New York. 

Phoenix Audio Technologies, 98 Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, NY 11021,  

Telephone: (516) 829-2920, Fax: (516) 829-2923, info@phnxaudio.com
 

mailto:%20info@phnxaudio.com

